To whom it may concern:

Aloha,

My name is Ming Wang and I am a Honolulu Police Officer assigned to District 2 Community Policing Team. District 2 encompasses Mililani, Wahiawa, Whitmore, and North Shore.

I am writing a letter in support of our partnership with Alea Bridge in addressing homelessness in Hawaii. Alea Bridge provides an essential humanistic aspect that is part of a holistic response. When we do homeless encampment sweeps on private or public lands, Alea Bridge comes out to help give the homeless hope and a pathway to address their needs.

I have worked with Alea Bridge over the years and have seen them succeed where other non profits came up short. I attributed Alea Bridge’s successes by their dedicated, passionate, and effective employees. As I patrol District 2, I often see Alea Bridge proactively engaging with the public. I talk with the homeless and they usually tell me that they have already spoken to an Alea Bridge representative. Alea Bridge helps me provide a complete response as I enforce the laws.

Alea Bridge will be vital in proactively responding to the mass misery resulting from our damaged state economy from the COVID pandemic. Please spread aloha by supporting nonprofits like Alea Bridge.

Mahalo,

Ming Wang

(808) 398-5098